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Structure of Left QF.3 Rings
By Toyonori KAT0

College of General Education, Tohoku University, Kawauchi, Sendai

(Comm. by Kenjiro SHODA, M. ,I. A., Sept. 12, 1972)

The purpose of this note is to establish a structure theorem for
left QF-3 rings, an analogue to one for QF-3 algebras by Morita [14],
introducing a new notion of left QF-3 rings.
It turns out that not only faithful projective-injective modules but
also dominant modules play a vital role in the structure theory of left
(-right) QF-3 rings.
Throughout this note, rings R and S will have identity and modules
will be unital. X will signify the fact that X is a left S-module. We
adopt the notational convention of writing module-homomorphism on
the side opposite the scalars.
Definition (Kato [10]). A module P is called dominant if P is
faithful finitely generated projective and sP is lower distinguished"
with S= End(P).
The following definition of left QF-3 rings finds no mention in the
literature.
Definition. A ring R will be called left QF-3 if R contains idempotents e and f such that Re is a faithful injective left ideal and fR
is a dominant right ideal.
Lemma 12). If e and f are idempotents of R such that RRe is in]ective and fRR is faithful, then
(1) Re-- Hom(xnCfR, nxfRe), so eRe= End(xnxfRe).
(2) xnfRe is in]ective.
Proof. This is Proposition 2.1 of Tachikawa [25].
Lemrna 2. The double centralizer of any faithful torsionless
right R-module is a left quotient 3 ring of R.
Proof. See Colby and Rutter [3, 4], Tachikawa [25], Faith [5], and

Kato [11].
Lemma

sV be a cogenerator and T=End (sV). Then sV
is linearly compact if and only if Vr is in]ective then a module sU is
linearly compact if and only if sU is V-reflexive.
3.

Let

1) sP is lower distinguished if sP contains a copy of each simple module.
Cf. Azumaya [1].
2) Cf. Kato [13].
3) Q is a (the maximal) left quotient ring of R if Q is a ring extension
of R and RQ is a (the maximal) rational extension of RR. Cf. Findlay and
Lambek [6].
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Proof. This is Corollaries 1 and 2 of Onodera [19]. C. Mtiller
[17] or Sandomierski [23].
Lemma 4. Let Pa be a dominant module. Then E(R), the injectire hull of R, is torsionless if and only if Pa is injective.
Proof. This is Lemma 1 o Kato [12]. Cf. Onodera [18].
Structure theorem. Let S be a ring, s V an in]ective cogenerator,

sU-sV(R)sX-sS(R)sY
with the projections e" z/-sV, sU-S, and Q-End (,U). Let R be a
subring of Q containing 1, Qe and fQ. Then Re is faithful in]ective
and fR is dominant; R is thus a left QF-3 ring. Conversely, any left
QF-3 ring R (containing idempotents e and f such that Re is faithful
in]ective and fR is dominant) is just obtained in this manner. Moreover,
(1) Q is not only the maximal left, but also a right quotient ring
o R, and R-Q if and only if dom)zR2.
(2) ,Re is dominant if and only if Vr is lower distinguished with
T-- End ( V).
(3) fR is injective i and only i sU is linearly compact.
Proof. The module U orms a ring (not necessarily with identity)
under a multiplication
or s e S, y Y, u sU.
(s + y)u=su
Clearly U is a right faithful ring and an S-U-bimodule, so U is a subring of Q. It now follows from the identification U Q that

U-f Q, S=fQf, V-fQe.
Thus xfRe= xqxfQe= zV is an injective cogenerator and RQ
End (sU)-End (fQfQ)--End (fRffR), so xxfRec ffR is a cogenerator (so necessarily lower distinguished) and fR is aithful. Hence
fRz is dominant. On the other hand, since Q-End (xaxfR) and fRe
is injective,

Re-Qe--Hom (ffR, ffRe)
is injective by Cartan and Eilenberg [2, Proposition 1.4, p. 107]. Moreover, afR ] ]xfRe (recall that fRe is a cogenerator) whence
R c .Q-zHom (]RxfR, xaffR) [-[ RHom (xRffR, faffRe)= I-I Re
so ,Re is aithul. We thus conclude that R is a left QF-3 ring.
Conversely, let R be a left QF-3 ring with idempotents e and f such
that Re is faithful injective and fR is dominant. Let
S-- fRf sV-xaxfRe, sU--- fRffR,
,X-,fR(1-e), sY-,ffR(1-- f), Q-End(sU),
then

sU=zV(R)sX-sS(R)sY
with the projections e’U-sV and f"
By Lemma 1 V--ffRe is injective.
4) cf. Tachikawa [25] or Kato [9].

sU--S

is faithful).
Moreover, aR Re (since

(since

fRz
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nRe is aithful) whence
]nxfR-- xRxHom (RR f nR) l-[

xnxHom (nRf

nRe)- [I xRxfRe,

so l-[ sV= [I nffRe is an injective cogenerator (recall that fRn is
dominant) by Ososky [20, Lemma 1], and hence, so is sV by Sugano
[24, Lemma 1]. Now, R is a subring o Q since fRn is aithful, fR
=fQ since Q-End (xnffR), and Re=Qe by Lemma 1.
(1) Since Q is the double centralizer of the dominant right ideal
fR, Q is a left quotient ring of R by Lemma 2 and
dom. dim QQ 2
according to Kato [9, Theorem 2] (recall that xnxfR is a generatorcogenerator). Hence Q is the maximal left quotient ring of R by Tachikawa [25, Proposition 1.3]. On the other hand, since qQe is faithful
and Qe- Re,
Q End (Qeo)- End (Reins)
is also a right quotient ring of R in view o Lemma 2. Now, R-Q
if and only if dom. dim nR 2 again by Tachikawa [25, Proposition 1.3].
(2) By Lemma 1
T-- End ( V) End (fnfRe) ere.
If nRe is dominant, then

>=

Re fRe-- Yr
(since fRn is faithful) is lower distinguished, and hence, so is
versely, if Vr is lower distinguished, then
is lower distinguished, so

Vr.

Con-

VT:fReeReReeRe
nRe is dominant (since Re is faithful).

(3) Let

T- End (s V) End (xnxfRe) ere.
If fRn is injective, it then follows from Lemma 1 that
fR Hom (ReeRe, fReeRe)
and VT:fReeRe is injective. According to Lemma 3, sU is thus linearly
compact, since sU-xnfR is V-reflexive. Conversely, if sU is linearly
compact, then so is sV (since sV is a submodule of sU). Hence fReeRe
Vr is injective and fzxfR-sU is fRe-reflexive by Lemma 3. Thus
fRn- Hom (Hom (nfR, RffRe)eRe, fReene)R
= Horn (Reene, fReeRe)R
is injective.

Corollary 1. ) Let S be a ring with a Morita duality

s V,

sU-VsX-SY
V-reflexive module with the projections e" sUsV and f" UsS,
and Q-End (sU). Let R be a subring of Q containing 1, Qe and fQ.
a

5)
6)

Cf. Morita [14] or Morita and Tachikawa [15].
sV is a Morita duality if sV and VT are injective cogenerators with T
End (sV) and S--End (VT). Cf. Sandomierski [22].
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Then aRe and fRa are injective dominant; R is thus a left-right QF-3
ring. Conversely, any left-right QF-3 ring R (containing idempotents
and fRa are dominant) is lust obtained in this
e and f such that
manner. Moreover, Q is the maximal left-right quotient ring of R.
Proof. From the preceding arguments, ERe and fRa are injective
dominant. Conversely, let R be a left-right QF-3 ring with idempotents
e and f such that ERe and fRa are dominant. According to Lemma 4,
the dominant modules aRe and fRa are injective since R is left-right
QF-3. From the preceding arguments again, it now ollows that fRe
and fReeRe are injective cogenerators and

are

Re Hom (faffR, xxfRe), so eRe End (fRffRe),
fR-- Hom (ReeRe, fReeRe), SO fRf-- End (fReeRe).
Thus V--fffRe is a Morita duality and sU=faffR is V-reflexive.
Finally, Q is the maximal left-right quotient ring of R (cf. Clby and
Rutter [4] and Mtiller [16]).
Definition. A subring S of R will be called left dominant if S
=fRf with fR (f f e R) a dominant right ideal.
Corollary 2. (1) Any ring (with 1) is a left dominant subring of
a left QF-3 ring.
(2) 7) S is a ring with a left Morita duality if and only if S is a left
dominant subring of a left-right FQ-3 ring.
Example Any minimal faithful8) module Pa is dominant (see
Colby and Rutter [3, Theorem 1], Fuller [7, Theorem 2.1] and Kato [13,
Theorem 4]).
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